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IN THE WAKE OF THE WORLD’S SPACE AGENCIES,
A NEW GENERATION OF DESIGNERS STUDIES
LONG-DURATION SPACE MISSIONS, BUT NOW WITH
AN EYE TO THE INTERACTION BETWEEN PEOPLE
AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT.
5DWS
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In the aeronautics industry, it is a widely circulated
joke, and a rather dark joke one that asks: how do you
make a small fortune in space? The answer goes: start
with a large fortune. With no intention of illustrating this point, Paul Allen funnelled $20 million
into the development of SpaceShipOne, for which he
won the $10 million Ansari X-Prize – and effectively
halved his investment. SS1, which made two successful
flights to the edge of space and back, earned designer
Burt Rutan the product design award from the Cooper
Hewitt National Design Museum last winter and seemed
to signal the twilight of America’s government-run
space agency. Since the mid-20th century, design – as
opposed to engineering – has proved to be a luxury in
an industry that seems hardly able to afford the cost
of its own weighty bureaucracies. (The US Congress
has set aside $3.2 billion for space exploration this
year, but NASA administrators estimate they will need
over $100 billion over the next dozen years to reach
the agency’s stated goals.) Virgin’s Richard Branson,
who has a certain amount of money, has established
Virgin Galactica and teamed with Rutan to form The
Spaceship Company, which will ‘manufacture and market
spaceships for the new suborbital personal spaceflight
industry’. We’ve all heard about plans for tours to
the international space station, orbiting hotels and
resorts on the surface of the moon, but will any of it
ever happen?

‘HOW DO YOU MAKE
A SMALL FORTUNE
IN SPACE?
START WITH A
LARGE FORTUNE’
‘Everything revolves around resources,’ says Roger D.
Launius, chair of the National Air and Space Museum’s
Division of Space History in Washington, DC. ‘The
problem – and this has always been the problem – is
that the return on investment in space is never assured, and it’s never fast. People who have the capital aren’t putting it into space. I have heard lots of
impressive and forward-looking talk over the years,
but not much has come of it.’ This perpetual stall is
what makes it difficult for enthusiasts like Launius
to get enthusiastic about the new international race
back to the moon and to Mars that seems to be reinvigorating everyone, not least China, India, Japan and
the West. But there is reason for optimism about the
resourcefulness and exquisite pragmatism of the work
being conceived today by designers and entrepreneurs
peripheral to the national agencies.
On June 6, 2002, Britain’s Tate Museum launched a
satellite that currently orbits 400 km above the
earth. Tate | in | Space is a programme that will exist both online and as a gallery that will dock at the
International Space Station and travel periodically
to the moon. A conceptual design by Azhar Architects
in collaboration with ETA LAB proposes an interactive
website displaying live webcam transmissions from a
4.5-x-9-m module. Inside, containing either zero or
partial gravity, walls are embedded with electronics,
pneumatics and sensors that respond to electronic
signals which are capable of altering both the surface
appearance and shape of the interior. A transparent
cylinder rotating at the core of the gallery is connected to outer walls by a network of subordinate arms
that form a path for visitors in zero grav. Windows
dilate and contract like eyes. Meanwhile, a 3D model
of the gallery is a maquette and a curatorial tool that
can be modified in real time on the Web and can be used
as a personalized interface for visitors to the museum’s website.
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We talk about the commercial, scientific, touristic and
now even cultural benefits of space travel. Then why
are we so slow to make good on the ballistic promises
of Jules Verne, Isaac Asimov, Fritz Lang, Wernher von
Braun and Dino de Laurentis? Our imaginations have been
outstripping our technologies and pocketbooks for aeons
– with the notable exception of Hollywood. In 1968,
Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: A Space Odyssey imagined both
interior and outer space with a gorgeous formalism borrowed from mid-century modernism and glammed up: high
technology mimicking biological forms, the machine as
creature (and just as flawed). That same year, Finnish architect Matti Suuronen designed the UFO-shaped
dwelling dubbed Futuro House, a high-tech, lightweight,
formally organic structure that seemed to have dropped
from the heavens. Made from newly invented reinforced
plastic, however, only 20 were realized before the oil
crisis of 1973 made mass-production of the design too
expensive to sustain. Now that we have arrived at that
prolifically anticipated future, we seem stuck, as Launius says, on the ground. Little progress has been made in
built designs for outer space, and some people believe
this is because NASA, along with the Russian and European
space agencies and the mega corporations they contract
with, are entrenched in their government-military-industrial complexes and are unable or unwilling to modify
their decades-old methods, mindsets and tools. They have
been busy engineering instead of designing, focusing on
safety instead of livability, on machinery over man, as
if the two are mutually exclusive. ‘The space agencies do
not quite understand the concept of taking risks in order
to find breakthroughs,’ says industrial designer and
engineer Susmita Mohanty of space consultancy MoonFront.
’They spend billions on what they think is research, but
they’re mostly doing development.

LONG STAYS
IN SPACE PRESENT
PSYCHOLOGICAL
AND SOCIAL
CHALLENGES
THAT GO BEYOND
ENGINEERING
AND SAFETY
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When it comes to building the first-generation lunar
base, which is around the corner, they will rehash old
drawings from the ’60s and ’70s and put them up for bids.
And what we will have, if we let them run the show, is
tin-can shacks on the moon.’
Between them, San Francisco-based Mohanty and Viennabased architect Barbara Imhof have worked for NASA, the
European Space Agency and Boeing, among others. Together, they have recently established two space-design
consultancies in the US (MoonFront) and Europe (Liquifer) that work with such clients on a project basis.
Until the private sector picks up the slack, these quasiinsiders need the agencies and the agencies, if they know
what’s good for them, need the freelancers. Over the past
40 years, the agencies have been dominated by men, engineers and the West. In their book, Musings Toward a New
Genre in [Space] Architecture, Mohanty and Imhof suggest
that the situation is changing, thanks to the emergence
of a new species of space designer: men and women scattered across the globe working on spec, in academia,
in the art world and in small studios and businesses.
This ‘third genre’ of designers is focused on humans as
much as on objects. They come together on a project-byproject basis to form multicultural, multidisciplinary
teams that mix biology, robotics, materials, informatics, artificial intelligence, membrane and composites
expertise, and the quantum and cognitive sciences. ‘Borrowing an old metaphor from Lee Iacocca,’ says Mohanty,
‘engineers, architects and designers should be sleeping
together, but they aren’t even flirting.’ Mohanty begins
each morning in her San Francisco office on European time
and moves west through the time zones over the course of
the day, working with experts through a virtual network
connected by computers and aeroplanes.
Design in space presents different challenges than
design on earth, but it also presents reciprocities.
The earth spins at 9.81 m per second, generating 1G of
gravity. Those in orbit experience 0G, on the moon 1/6G,
and on Mars 1/3G. ‘In zero gravity buildings have no more
foundations,’ says Imhof. ‘Their structure no longer
reflects the human sense of equilibrium. “Vertical” is no
longer a valid concept.’ On the moon, flat surfaces are
difficult to walk on; it takes less energy to move, but
all movement is less efficient. And how do you set a clock
when you have 16 sunrises and sunsets each day? ‘The
space habitats that astronauts live in are a homogenized
composite of cylindrical, pressurized metal tubes with
cramped, machine-like interiors,’ Mohanty explains.
‘Here, they spend their time performing prescribed mission tasks, routine chores, and tackling occasional
emergencies. Some missions are so packed that the astronauts don’t have enough time to eat, exercise or sleep.
Over-tasking and lack of sleep led to a strike in space
when the third crew of the Skylab space station turned
off the radio and refused to talk with Houston Mission
Control. There are anecdotal references on the Russian
side, as well, all pointing to the fact that astronauts
are not superhuman and have to deal with problems, which
become more pronounced as mission duration increases.’
It may take only four and a half days to get to the moon,
but any mission to Mars will take 900. Long neglected
in the regimented, publicity-wary agencies is the fact
that long stays in space present psychological and social challenges that go beyond engineering and safety:
boredom, lack of privacy and the outdoors, crowding and
territoriality, crew productivity and cohesion, even
love and sex become crucial issues.

The fit between crew and habitat is going to become increasingly essential to the success of each mission.
Parallel to the challenges in space are the reciprocities to challenges we face on earth. What designers have
been learning in order to work in outer space could have
important applications for building in extreme environments and in impoverished regions on earth. Mohanty suggests, for instance, that life-support systems developed
for space that recycle water and air could be adapted to
eliminate costly sewage networks on earth. Ideas exist
that are simultaneously pragmatic and poetic, and they
are pushing the boundaries in both form and ambition. The
following is a surface-scratching survey of the types of
issues being addressed and solutions being offered in
space architecture today.

AS WE
GO TO SPACE,
HUMANS
SHOULD NOT FOCUS
ON TAKING
MATERIALS
WITH US BUT ON
TAKING OUR VISION
AND SKILLS
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8GHBGORXBGNKNFHB@K
NQRNBH@KHRRTDR@QD
@CCQDRRDCAXSGDCDRHFM
NESGDRNBH@K@MCVNQJHMF
RO@BDR

MOON BASE
ARCHITECTURE+
VISION

Architecturally speaking, clear
vertical zoning separates private
and common spaces. The base floor
contains the public spaces. Hanging
from the ceiling of the dome are private crew quarters. Occupants can choose
private, semi-private or public space. The
soft, round shapes of the interior represent a countermeasure against sensory
deprivation and the highly technical
8GHBGL@SDQH@KRLHFGS
environment of a space station,
ADTRDCSNATHKCSGHR
while enriching the daily visual
A@RD
and haptic perception of space.
LED lighting, which can be
The choice of material to
altered in colour and intenbe used in spaceflight is very
sity, allows further active
:NTQA@RDHRCD
limited
due to the extreme condichange of the
RHFMDCSNNODQ@SDENQ
tions outside and the problem of
TOSNLNMSGODQHNCR
environment.
VHSG@BQDVNEENTQ
outgassing inside. The base would em8GHBGDMUHQNMLDMS@KBG@K
ploy current technology. Hard elements
KDMFDR@QD@CCQDRRDCAXSGHR
would consist of aluminium or carbon
CDRHFM
fibre. Soft materials would be inflatable or
use foam covered with Nomex. The structural
Andreas Vogler (Architecture + Vishell and bladder would use Kevlar and
sion): The environment on the moon:
Nextel combined in different protective
extreme temperature changes, space
layers to shield against micro-meteorvacuum, low gravity, micro-meteorite
ites and temperature. For radiation
impacts and high radiation levels. Moon
protection, an outer layer of the
Base uses reflective material to reduce
station would be filled with moon
the heat of the sun. Soft materials
dust.
and large volumes allow for higher
vertical movement in low gravVVV@QBGHSDBSTQD@MCUHRHNMBNL
ity. Micro-meteorite shielding
and radiation shielding are
achieved by using in-situ
lunar dust in a 2-m-high
layer around the base.
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Designed to be transported by the
shuttle cargo bay, the Moon Base
inflates after landing and is ready
to be inhabited by astronauts.

Private space
for crew member.
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:NTQRO@BDRS@SHNM
V@RCDUDKNODC@R@M
HMSDQ@BSHUDHMSDQHNQ
RJHMSG@SVNTKC@KKNV@
RO@BDSQ@UDKKDQSNRVHSBG
GHRLNCTKDEQNLNMDVNQJHMF
NQKHUHMFLNCDSN@MNSGDQ)NV
CNDRHSRLDLAQ@MDNODQ@SD

PROGRAMMABLE
SPACE STATION
ONL

Kas Oosterhuis (ONL): I used gamedevelopment software to solve this
problem, since the Space Station’s engines operate in real time and the process accommodates multiple players. This
type of software allowed me to construct environments in which people
interact with building components,
8G@SHRSGDK@QFDQ
components interact with other
OTQONRDNESGDLDLAQ@MD
components, and people interact
with other people. Both peoThe concept of the Space
ple and building components
Station is to provide the
are players in the game
space traveller with a complete
)NVVNTKCSGD@R
of architecture.
home-and-working environment
SQNM@TSR@BSHU@SDSGD
within the limits of a single space
RJHMNESGDRS@SHNM
module. The solution is a space whose
shape and content can be transformed
I’m ‘allergic’ to switches,
completely. In meeting mode, all acbuttons and keyboard entries,
tuators
of the programmable interior skin
which I think are a very poor
would cooperate to change the place into a
way to communicate with the enclean
space
with a worktable in the middle.
vironment. Our arms have something
The electronic skin would show what you
like 26° of freedom, and pressing
otherwise see on your desktop computer.
a button uses only 1° or 2°. We must
Astronauts would be completely imdevelop other ways to use all our senses
mersed in their working environment
and to create connections via sensors,
in order to work efficiently. The
motion trackers and databases – with
same is true for the other
an eye to building not only the
modes. This extreme form of
emotive communication network
immersion would be just as
between people, but also a
efficient on earth as well.
variety of computer programs
and potential modes that
the immediate environment
is tuned into.
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8GX@QDXNTHMSDQDRSDCHM
CDRHFMHMFENQRO@BD

Weightless space coincides
with the weightless state of
mind of the information architect.
Our initial concepts are not subject
to gravity, which doesn’t enter the
picture until a later stage. We like to
refer to our realized buildings as spaceships, which are conceived in the weightless
space of our imagination, which are augmented
with digital design tools and which touch down
after successful communication between the site
and the developing design scheme. The site informs
the design, and the developing concept informs
both the site and the workforce on the ground.
A bidirectional relation is established. For
the constructs we wish to realize on earth,
therefore, it is clarifying to think of
building for space, while keeping in mind
that space poses different sets of
constraints for the design solution.
Both design for space and design
for earth benefit from this interaction.
VVVNNRSDQGTHRMK

Transformable interior
of the Space Station.
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)NVCNDR#HNOKDWCHEEDQ
EQNL@GNTRDNMD@QSG

8G@SHR#HNOKDW

Friedrich Ludewig (Foreign Office Architects):
The project involves the
design and realization of
a structure that explores the
potential of a transportable cylinder which can be opened to provide
8G@SNSGDQ
a home or research unit for use on
L@SDQH@KRCHC
the planet Mars. The cylindrical shape
XNTTRD
is geared to that of the rocket that
will transport the Bioplex to the
We used expanded
surface of Mars. NASA is currently
foams, which are excepdeveloping Bioplex units as worktionally
lightweight and
ing-and-living units for crews
porous, as well as flameof up to four scientists who,
retardant.
They can be flexby the year 2013, will be
ible, semirigid or rigid.
stationed on Mars for
Waterlily foam, which has
periods of one year at
extremely low consumpa time.
tion and production
waste levels, is
8G@SBNMCHSHNMRNM
also recyclable.
.@QR@QD@CCQDRRDC

BIOPLEX
FOREIGN OFFICE
ARCHITECTS

Normally, people use houses
to sleep, eat, bathe, wash,
cook, relax and socialize. Bioplex must also be used for recreation, sports, travel, communication
and ‘going out’. Although it has no
windows, it contains its own ‘outside’.
Inhabitants will choose their own projected picture windows as dial-a-view murals that let the eye travel into the imaginary distance. Bioplex has no straight walls
or ceiling per se. Because the inhabitant
must be able to reconfigure the shape and
content of the house over time, and
sometimes within minutes, furniture
is temporary and unfolds from the
soft walls of the structure.

The cylindrical shaped
unit opens after arrival on Mars.

VVVEN@MDS

AXXNTQCDRHFM

One of the greatest
limitations of human life
on Mars is a matter of geometry, as every aspect of a Mars
dweller’s private and public life
will be contained inside the cylinder. We want to alleviate spatial
limitations by unfolding the basic
envelop into a variety of topologies, scales and shapes that,
without specific functions to
perform, will perhaps trigger the imagination and
result in the development
of new, extraterrestrial activities.
)NVCNDRSGDRSQTBSTQD
NODQ@SD

It has a series of concentric ribs that unfold,
changing the extruded and
homogenous basic space of the
unit into a deformed cylinder that
rotates in section through 90° along
its length. Bioplex has ribs that open
and close; in closed mode, they form a
full cylinder in cross section. The cylinder is supported on tubular-steel struts
and has an internal perimeter walkway,
which either cantilevers or hangs
from an upper surface. It has movable outer and inner segments, the
latter of which carries light
furniture elements, and a
lower load-bearing segment,
made from steel, that is
static and accommodates
services.

Inhabitants can
choose their own
projected picture
windows.

Bioplex on Mars.
Perspective of the
interior of Bioplex.
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KEPLER

,DOKDQHR@sRTASDQ
Q@MD@MKHUDVNQJRO@BD
OQNONRDCENQSGDLNNM
8G@SHRSGDFQD@SDRSBG@K
KDMFDENQGTL@MRVNQJHMFHM
RO@BDENQDWSDMCDCODQHNCR

Close-up of
the crew pods
linked by ramps.

Susmita Mohanty (workshop coorganizer, MoonFront): As Russian
cosmonaut Valery Polyakov said, ‘The
greatest barriers to long-duration
spaceflight are psychological.’ We should
design for the worst-case scenario and assume that crew members will fight, will stress
and, occasionally, will even fall in love.
‘By design’, therefore, we can mitigate
stressors and ensure the mission does not
fall apart because the crew is ‘just
being human’. The simple ground rule
is that no matter how wonderful the
machine, its level of success or
failure depends entirely on its
ability to support an efficient, happy, productive
crew.
$NOXQHFGS
-TM@Q#@RD
%DRHFM8NQJRGNO
,DOKDQRSTCDMS
SD@L

Thomas Brenner,
Juliana Mayrhofer,
Bertram Chiba,
Gregor Kofler,
Simone Schnee,
Frans van der May,
Douglas Robinson,
Douglas Smith

Architecture + Vision / Julia Bock – Eco-Unit

STUDENT CONCEPT
FOR THE 2002
LUNAR BASE DESIGN
WORKSHOP HOSTED
BY THE EUROPEAN
SPACE AGENCY
)NVHRSG@SBG@K
KDMFD@CCQDRRDCAX
SGHRCDRHFM

One of Kepler’s prominent
features is a greenhouse
component. The base features
two centrally located 400-m2
greenhouses as part of its closedloop life-support system. In outer
space, the need for humans to stay
cooped up in pressurized interiors limits physical and visual access to ‘the
outdoors’. Kepler’s designers created
a simulated outdoor environment indoors and carefully planned movement within the base to maximize
its use.
VVVKTM@QDWOKNQDQRMK-#%8

ECO-UNIT
ARCHITECTURE +
VISION AND
JULIA BOCK

8GHBGRO@BDSDBGMNKNFHDR
@QDTRDCHMSGHRCDRHFM
ENQ@M&BN6MHSNMD@QSG 

Andreas Vogler (Architecture
+ Vision): The lack of water in
space makes water a highly valuable element in spaceflight. Future
long-duration space missions will be
dependent on closed-loop water-recycling
systems, which are lightweight and have low
energy consumption. On earth, more than 6000
people die daily from diseases related to polluted water. The Eco-Unit is designed to provide
a communal unit for water collection and recovery, for the use of water for hygiene, and for
the controlled disposal of human waste, as in
a spaceship. The pitched roof designed to
collect rainwater is also at a good angle
for solar cells. The box has a 2.5-m
transport width and inflatable walls
after installation. Solar cells
and biogas created by human waste
will provide power for the
recovery of potable and grey
water for the toilet.





Top view of
the unit.













1. Support system
2. Roof
3. Photovoltaic cells
4. Water collector
5. Water storage
6. Inflatable elements
7. Sliding door
8. Floor
9. Ramp
10. Wheels

Close-up of the
greenhouse.

Top view showing the six
crew pods, which are
connected by ramps and
surrounded by greenhouse
areas.

Sectional elevation of the Kepler
habitation module
highlighting crew
pods (left end) and
greenhouse area
(middle slice).

Transport and
Roof
Floor
Inflation.
Solar cells
placement.
deployment.
deployment.
provide the
energy necessary
for Eco-Unit’s
electrical systems.
Collecting rainwater is an
excellent use of a free and
natural resource; it produces no
waste and disperses no energy.
In the desert, differences in
temperatures between ground level and
a height of about 3 m can vary as
much as 15°C. Ventilation is
a matter of ‘catching’ air
from the roof and
circulating it inside
the lavatory.
Eco-Unit is a mobile system
8GDQDBNTKCSGHRTMHS
that can be used wherever
ADATHKS
needed, such as next to
medical facilities. It
The technology of the
features water-purification and recycling
Eco-Unit would be scalsystems developed for
able and implementation in
the International
poor countries feasible. For
Space Station.

most villages in poor countries,
large-scale infrastructure for water recovery is much too expensive.
The Eco-Unit provides a decentralized
system designed to save money and provide
better living conditions. It would be of
particular benefit to women and children
in developing countries. According to
the World Health Organization, such
women use up to one third of their
daily calorie intake to collect
water that is often of questionable quality.
VVV@QBGHSDBSTQD@MCUHRHNMBNL
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European Space Agency – SpaceHouse
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QDRD@QBGHMSGDATHKCHMFRDBSNQ

SPACEHOUSE
EUROPEAN SPACE
AGENCY

‘Fritz Gampe (European Space Agency): One of the
roles of the United Nations is to serve as a ‘global
conscience’, and it has been inviting its member states
to give priority to addressing topics of global concern.
Designing the large conurbations of the future, as well as
the individual buildings that will make them up, already
presents a formidable challenge, and one where the
latest space technologies can help to improve the
daily lives of those who will live there. Within
the ESA Technology Transfer Programme, therefore,
we have also begun to examine the potential
contribution that space technologies can make
to the building sector. The target is to
be able to propose a very different style
of housing, surpassing current ‘ecodesigns’ as well as offering greater
protection against natural disasters
and environmental threats.
VVVDR@HMS

Khalili / CalEarth Institute – SuperAdobe House

5GD4TODQ"CNAD)NTRDHR
@RGDKSDQL@CDNER@MC
@MCVHQD8GDQD@QDSGDRD
RGDKSDQRADHMFATHKS

SUPERADOBE
HOUSE
NADER KHALILI /
CALEARTH
INSTITUTE

Nader Khalili: Close to a billion people in the world have
houses that are totally inappropriate to live in, from refugee camps
to shantytowns. Our shelters – small
scale and large scale – are being built
all over. After the earthquake in Pakistan,
calearthpakistan.org was set up, and those
involved are teaching people who come down from
the mountains how to build the structures
and are giving them rolls of bags. Barbed
wire and sandbags are the materials of
war. The cost covers the bag, the
8G@SCHCXNTKD@QMEQNL
barbed wire and the labour of fillRO@BDHMNQCDQSNCDRHFM
ing the bags (by hand or pump) and
SGDRDD@QSGANTMCRSQTBSTQDR
laying the wire between layers.
Depending on size and location,
I designed these in response
the materials for a small
to NASA’s inquiry about buildhouse can cost from $100 to
ing lunar bases and colonies. The
$600.
greatest challenge was how to create
shelters with what was under the astronauts’ feet when they landed. The simplest
thing was to take Velcro SuperAdobe tubes
– sandbags before they’re cut into sandbags
– suck the lunar dust into them and coil them
to make thin-shell structures, such as domes. I
learned how to work with a minimum of materials to
create the largest amount of space in the harshest
environment. It makes people look under their
feet for solutions instead of cutting down
forests or polluting nature, and they’re
building structures that are safer. As we
go to space, humans should not focus on
taking materials with us but on taking
our vision and skills.
VVVB@KD@QSGO@JHRS@MNQF
1GNSNFQ@OGX

Institute

Nader Khalili / CalEarth

Eco-Dome exterior
built with continuous SuperAdobe coils.

To withstand earthquakes
ESA’s SpaceHouse features
the same ultra-light
plastic composites that
the agency uses in its
spacecrafts.
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The SuperAdobe
House is a result
of research into
lunar bases.

Eco-Dome
interior
with entry
arch and
windscoop.
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